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Experts estimate between and 

Over the remaining  to decide 

charisma, body language, voice and message. 

 

Highly educated, successful and experienced opera singer, stage actress 

and voice teacher Oxana Arkaeva will train you in optimizing your 

public appearance and presentation skills to gain more personal  

freedom, as well as professional sovereignty, authenticity, success, and 

influence. 

 

After voice and acting studies at the State Tchaikovsky Conservatory 

in Moscow and at the Manhattan School of Music in New York,  

Oxana Arkaeva optimized her skills as a member of the International 

Opera Studio at the Zurich Opera House and since performs on inter-

national stages worldwide. In addition, she acts as a successful voice 

coach and holds a teaching diploma from the Saarbrucken University 

of Music.. 

 

Oxana Arkaeva is recognized by the audience and professional press 

as an authentic, compelling, expressive and credible performer and  

is celebrated for her enormous charisma and stage presence. 

 

Singing teacher and vocal coach Oxana Arkaeva is proud of an  

exclusive number of successful students and performers. In her work 

as public presentation trainer and adviser, she effectively applies her 

professional knowledge and experience in working with people of 

public life and appearances. 



"Ms. Arkaeva has significantly helped by using her high  

analytical competence and experience to considerably  

optimize my presentation and performance kills. Her 

proposals and solutions have been individually adapted  

hence could be  directly adopted and implemented. “  
Dr. Th. Kienle, lawyer, Ulm 

„Mrs. Arkaeva offers a rare combination of cultural, ba-

sed on her successful stage career, and analytical skills 

required to evaluate  and implement managerial concepts.“   

Prof. Dr. W. D. Stoff, Lichtenstein 

 

Performance and presentation training 

Voice formation training 

Job application training 
 

People with public appearances 

Politically active persons 

Executives and managers 

Individuals with teaching obligations 

Inhouse-training 

Lunchbreak consulting and training  

On-site emergency training 
 

Individually and in groups 

Telephone and online 

Video conference 

 

 
Optimize your public performance skills through  

targeted and individual advice and training of the 

internationally renowned opera and concert singer, 

certified vocal teacher, and coach. 
 

 
Achieve an authentic and compelling public presence  

to pave the way for more success and influence in 

the professional life and sovereignty during a public 

appearance. 
 

 
Individually tailored training methods and consulting 

tools, easy to comprehend and directly  

Implementable into practice. 

Three „  of successful public presentation  -  onitor! ove! otivate! 
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